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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

How do I change my screen size in version 10? 
 

In previous versions of Streamline, the screen size was determined based on the user’s native desktop resolution. 
When Streamline was launched, it determined the resolution height and width and then loaded the appropriate font 
file. In the event that no font file matching the resolution existed, a default font set was loaded. New font files had 
to be created for every new resolution in use at a site. 

 

In Streamline 10, the user has the capability to select their own screen size from a list of pre-determined sizes. By 
default, the same rules apply as before. If no preference is given, the system will attempt to load a font file based on 
the desktop resolution. The user can choose to use a different font file by doing the following: 

 

From the control bar at the top of the Streamline window, select ‘Edit’ and ‘Screen Size’.  

 

A list of standard sizes is displayed, along with an option for ‘Default’. The standard sizes are based on some of the 
most common resolutions in use. The current list of standard sizes and the approximate related resolutions is as 
follows: 

 

� Small   800 X 600 
� Medium  1024 X 768 
� Medium Wide  1152 X 768 
� Large   1152 X 864 
� Large Wide  1280 X 864 
� Extra Large  1280 X 1024 
� Extra Large Wide 1680 X 1024 

 

Notes: 

 

The new screen size takes effect the next time the user logs into the application. Upon saving the selection a 
message is displayed telling the user they must exit Streamline completely and log back in. 

 

Our minimum supported resolution is 1024 X 768. The Small resolution is provided however there may be scroll bars 
on some of the screens. 

 

A notice is given on the main screen that under some conditions, scroll bars and other display issues may arise as 
some screen resolutions may not be compatible with the user’s monitor and settings. The user is responsible for 
selecting a resolution that suits their specific situation. 

 

If the user has the Right: ‘Right to Save User State’ an additional note is displayed. When this Right is active, the 
user may override some features on selected screens, such as column width, column order and screen dimensions 
and these are saved for that user. When changing screen sizes these overrides are not scaled and therefore may not 
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translate correctly. Users who have this Right and want to change their screen size should reset the form state 
overrides back to their original settings upon launching Streamline with the new size. This is done by pressing 
CTRL+F11 from the main menu. Users without this Right will not see the message and need not worry about 
resetting form states. 

 

Screen Prints: 

In this instance, the user has the ‘Right to Save User State’. 

 

 
 

 

After clicking Save, the following message is displayed. 

 

 


